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Vol 2.Year-over-year, the
June 2018 smartphone

sales in Japan dropped by
41.5 percent, according

to Niko Partners, a
Japanese market

research firm. It is the
third consecutive month
of smartphone declines

after a 35.4 percent
increase in April and a

51.7 percent increase in
May. The data comes
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from the 2016 Top 500
chart. The decline comes
as Apple is witnessing a
60 percent decrease in
iPhone shipments in the
month of June. The three

major smartphone
makers in Japan —

Samsung, Huawei, and
Apple — combined for an
82 percent decline from a

year ago. Apple’s June
2018 shipments for the

iPhone in Japan were only
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8,035 units, according to
data released earlier this

week. Apple’s June
shipments in Japan

accounted for less than 1
percent of the

smartphone market in
the country. The first half

of 2018 was the best-
ever for Apple’s

smartphone sales in
Japan. Apple said this

week that it shipped an
astonishing 13.9 million
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iPhones in the first half of
the year, up 26.9 percent
from the same period last
year. Apple’s sales data

alone in Japan accounted
for 4.4 percent of the
country’s smartphone

shipments, and 5.1
percent of the overall

Japanese handset
market. One in three
iPhones purchased in

Japan were in the
affordable price bracket
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between 8,000 and 9,999
yen (US$70-87) in the
first six months of the
year. “Owing to the

popularity of smartphone
subscriptions,

smartphone sales have
slowed,” said Kazuo

Ijime, an analyst with
media research firm New

Relic. “You have to
consider whether the

slowdown in smartphone
sales is temporary or
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not.”A genetic model of
the brachial plexus. The

nerve roots of the
brachial plexus form a
stereotypical complex

that has been replicated
in different species and
used to provide a simple

model for the
examination of the

cellular and molecular
mechanisms underlying
nerve regeneration. The

brachial plexus
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